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Abstract
The goal of the VIMSYS project is to create an
information management system that can retrieve
images or parts of images in addition to textual data.
The system allows users to incrementally formulate
a query starting from semantic pictorial objects. 11
allows incompletely specified and similarity-based
queries. This paper presents a new layered data
model and the design of the query processing unit
for this system. The data model is a combination of object-oriented and functional models, and
permits multiple representations of image entities.
The knowledge module guides the user to progrcssively refine similarity-based queries and to query
by defining new semantic objects and composing
its attributes. Design considerations for the access
structure of the system are also discussed,alongwith
some of the problems of creating efficient mechanisms of access.

2 Introduction
Treatment of images as database items leads to
several special complications compared to alphanumeric items. The aspect that has received most
attention among the designers of current image
databases,is the two-dimensional or spatial nature
of the data. The fact that a data item can be a point
or a region in two-dimensional space, has led to the
development of newer data models with specialized
operators for finding the location, extent, and sometimes shape of the data items. While this emphasis
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on spatial operations is justified in its own right,
the semantics of the inherent information in the imagesis largely underutilized. We ascribe the reasons
for this deficiency to a lack of a clear definition of
image information and the principles of its organization in a large visual information management
system. The image information in the present technology is stored mostly as record-based relational
structures, or in some systems, as object-oriented
entities [3, 6, 5, 71. The fields of the records or
the attributes of the objects are either spatial information, or properties considered significant for all
images in the database. For both these cases, it is
possible to forward a query, for which the appropriate responseexists and can be extracted from the
image, but the system would fail because there is
no mechanism to extract the answer from the predesigned records or objects. For example, consider
a geographic image database containing all topographical information. A naive user, in his attempt
to find a specific region where “a major river makes
a 90” turn in a plateau in U.S.A.” expects to see
or get axi account of all image regions, but most
of the present image databases would not be able
to process the query. A more significant class of
query that cannot be handled is one based on pictorial similarity. As an example, an user shows a part
of the coast line in Florida, and asks “where is this
place in North America?” Our emphasis is not on
the interpretation of the images, but on the organization of images and the design of access methods
to answer thcsc queries.
The semantics of an image data item should be
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expressible in terms of a set of basic image features,
operations to compute these features, and operations
to combine them to form more complex features.
Once these are established one can organize the information on the basis of concepts pertaining to the
domain of the image. Of course the “processed image data” must be closely integrated with the spatial
data structures that relate these “features”. These
can also be supplemented by creating alphanumeric
records or objects that relate domain-specific semantic concepts to the features derived from the images.
This, we hold, is not the usual approach taken for
the construction of image databases. Grosky and
Mehrotra [l] for example, raise the issue of feature indexed image databases,but then uses the idea
for object recognition. The GRIMDBMS group
[2] have developed a system with similar ideas, but
have not formalized the ideas to a data model. We
share their belief that query formulation is an incremental process based on system feedback, but
they approach the problem from the viewpoint of
image interpretation based on partial evidence. We
have deliberately avoided this approach bCCWSC it
tends towards automation of the feature matching
process. One basic question is, with such a wide
and domain dependent variation of significant image features, how does the system determine which
features are more significant for a specific image or
for a specific query? We take the position that the
system does not determine the significant fcaturcs:
that task is performed initially by a system designer,
and at query time, the end user who, directly or indirectly interacts with the system to determine and
compute the significant features. This human assisted index feature determination is, we believe,
the key to success for an image-feature indexed,
pictorially queried image database system.

3 The VIMSYS Concepts
In VIMSYS framework, data consists of images,
togcthcr with their headers in a prescribed format
and a record of textual descriptor fields for each
image. The VIMSYS project aims to
1. establish a relationship between noncomputable ‘semantic’ attributes of images and
computable features of these attributes,
2. develop a methodology to organize and index the images and image-related information
by taking into account the semantic attributes
through the association expressed in (l),
3. formulate a computable ‘similarity measure’
for quantitative comparison between the semantic attributes, and
4. design and develop a system which has an acceptable response time for user queries.
The first goal is achieved through extensive user
interaction, In fact, during query processing the
user has to interact through a visual interface and a
restricted English-like language to convey the ‘semantics’ of the features to the system. Our research
aims to enrich the current status of the field [3,4, 81
of visual information systems by incorporating pictorial semantics into the field. We are designing
an integrated system using image feature based indexing and visual cues for query interface to elicit
appropriate responsesfor the query classesoutlined
in the Introduction.

3.1 Data Model

The image databaseparadigm is insertion and search
intensive but not update intensive, allowing comIn this paper, we present Visual Information Man- plex structural representations. The choice of an
agement System (VIMSYS) based upon these con- appropriate data model for our application would
cepts. This is part of the InfoScope project at the be governed by the following factors:
University of Michigan. Our project is developl
We should be able to access an image matrix
ing hetereogeneousdatabasesfor global change and
completely or in partitions.
other applications.
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The image features should be considered as
both independent entities, and as related to the
image.
The image features should be ordered in a hierarchy such that more complex features can
be constructed out of simpler ones.
There should be several alternative methods to
derive a specific semantic feature from image
features.
The data model should support spatial data and
file structures which infer spatial parameters
associated with images and image features.

Figure 1: The IR, IO, DO, and DE planes in the
In the case of complicated image regions the layered data model of VIMSYS.
image features should be represented as a sequence of nested or recursively defined entities.
sequence-of, each having an appropriate set of arguments. A function forms a separate data type,
With the above considerations, we have develand can serve as the type of any relation. An imoped a data model in which the user can view the
age representation is an abstract data type for each
information entities in four different planes. These
image object in the IO plane. ‘Ihe system allows
planes correspond to domain objects and relations
multiple image representations for each image ob(DO), domain events and relations (DE), image object, with the constraint that each image represenjects and relations (IO), and image representations
tation from a single image object must be derivable
and relations (IR) respectively. All objects have
from any other image representation of the same
a set of attributes and methods associated with
image object. In general, all representations can be
them. The attributes too have their own represenlooked upon as values, where the term is used in
tations, and are connected in a class attribute hia more generalized sense of [lo]. The model for
erarchy as described by [9]. The relations, as we
the entities in the IR plane is clearly functional; the
shall explain shortly, may be spatial, functional or
functions may be multivalued and composition of
semantic. Figure 1 illustrates the basic concepts
functions is a permissible operation. The separation
of the layered data model. In the following parabetween image objects and their representations algraphs we describe their properties in more detail.
lows the users to define both new representations
In all the object-oriented descriptions that follow,
and new functions (or implementation of an existing
the leaf-level objects of a class hierarchy are called
function) without affecting the rest of the system.
prototypes, while instancesof pmtotypes and higher
The IO plane has three basic classes of objects:
classesare called instance imaRes and instance feaimages, image features, and feature organization.
tures depending on the nature of the entity.
These objects are related to one another through
Representations can be thought of as the underset-of, generalization (is-a), and feature-of relalying data types based upon which all the objects are
tions. Thus the elements in the IO plane are conconstructed. The base representations arc char,
nected in an object graph. A partial view of the IO
int, float, boo1 and string. The constructors are
plane is shown in Figure 2. Note that imageset
set-of, tuple-of, vector-of, matrix-of, graph-of *,
is chosen as a basic object, mainly because the domains
that we have investigated show that often im‘A graph is a two-row table of values
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Figure 2: The Object4ttributeRelationship
gram of the Image Object plane.

Dia-

ages are treated in pairs, as a time sequence, or as
a set of entities, where each member exhibits a different property. A typical example is the political,
terrain, and vegetation map of the same geographical area. Instead of creating a dynamic stack as
in PICDMS [4], we choose to perform set-like or
sequence-like operations on such images. It is imperative that as images are composed of regions,
they too would be subjected to the same operators.
It is a general rule that if an operator is defined on
an image entity, then it is automatically defined on
all its decompositions. An additional attribute of regions is that each region instance directly contains
a reference to its spatial identity in the parent image
instance. The line features, in turn, contain a reference of the region instances that they form a part
of. The localization of a region in an image has not
been discussed in this context, because localization
is a process, not a part of data model. In the experimental stages of our design, we do not concern
ourselves with finding an appropriate spatial data
structure, and are using R+ trees [S]. Other data
structures such as the Buddy-Tree [ll], the LSD
tree [12], and z-indexing [6] are under consideration for performance evaluation in future.
In Figure 2, it can also be observed that all image features are members of the generic class image-feature, further classified into texture, color,
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intensity and geometric features. Point, line and
region are subclassesof geometric features. Surfaceroughness, edge-density and orientedness
are prototypes of texture features. A new constructor defined in this plane is append, which
merely combines two existing features to create
a third composite feature. Pointintensity is a
result of an append operation between point and
intensity. New feature types can also be created by taking any ordinary or composite feature and applying any of the representational
constructors. A histogram is thus defined by
graph-of(intensity,int), while a texture field is defined by matrix-of(append(orientedness,point)).
When one feature-entity can be related to another
feature-entity with a feature-of link, the two features have a functional relationship in the IR plane.
A complex feature defined in the IO plane, a
topologynetwork, is a connected network of regions. The semantics of the network is as follows.
Assuming a well-defined convention of direction,
each arc connecting two regions in the network has
a set of regions to its north, south, east and west
quadrants. At the representation-level, therefore, a
network is set of involved regions, coupled with a
4-column matrix of region sets. Thus, representationally, the topology network is a complex object.
At the IO level, an arrangement is a topology network with a name and a set of necessary conditions. These conditions would imply, for example,
that adjacency requires a symmetric distribution of
the matrix elements. Containment is also specified
in a similar way.
The DO plane basically consists of a semantic
level specification of domain entities, built upon
the two previous levels. The objects are connected
through an object-relation graph. Any object in the
DO plane may be a subclass or prototype of one
or more objects in the IO plane. In our example
domain of SAR images of the Arctic ice floe, an
iceimageset is a subclass of imageset. while the
semantic feature object open-water inherits from
both surface-roughnessand color. Just as in the case
of objects in the IR and DO planes, if objects DO1
and DO2 are subclassesor prototypes of objects 101
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and IO2 respectively, then the former pair are con- relation to the User Interface. The instance features
strained to reflect all the relations between the latter just contain specific values for the attributes, and a
pair. The definition of an ice-region is recursive reference of the instance image. Of course, the inthrough the relation composed-of, becauseany ice stance features also reflect the same relations with
region may contain other ice regions. For each ob- other features by maintaining references to them.
ject of the DO plane, an emanating relation arrow For the purpose of access and referential integrity,
implies that in the methods section of the source referencesto each image instance is also maintained
object, there is a function that generates the desti- in each of the classes and prototypes of which it is
nation object. The destination object only transmits an instance. So each individual image instance has
a request messagewith the appropriate parameters. a multithread accessto it. This achieves the essenThus, if iceimage hasa georode, then the latter tial benefit of our design. An image instance can
sends a request to ice-image, which invokes an in- be accessedfrom objects specified any combination
ternal method to find its own latitude and longitude of planes. If an access needs a feature that is not
limits. In this case, it is performed by sending a precomputed for an image but the necessary repsecondary messageto the image header, where this resentation and the method for computing it does
exist, then such a feature instance can be created on
information is retained as a local attribute.
The DE plane has been included in the data model the fly.
to accommodate for events defined over image sequences. For the applications we have considered 3.2 Query and Knowledge Model
so far, we did not need to model an explicit time
The multiplane multithreaded access to each image
parameter [ 13, 141,nor an explicit temporal relation
instance allows any query from any object set in
such as happened-before. The concept of event
one or more planes. We also allow the following
in our domain is an ensemble of features collected
imprccisions in formulating the query:
over a sequence of images. For example, a rotation in the domain of ice images is an event asso- 1. The attribute of an object is mentioned but its
value is left underconstrained.
ciated with at least a pair of images in which two
corresponding ice regions are rotated with respect
2. The user uses a semantic object name that is
to each other. The event rotation is actually a set
not defined in the system.
of the type image region, together with an attribute
angle-of-rotation, a set of constraints, and methods 3. A similarity-based query is forwarded, where
for finding regions that satisfy the constraints. We
the user presents an exemplar image instance,
choose to separatethe constraints from the methods
but only incompletely specifies the feature atbecause the constraints are declarative units comtributes that are important for conducting the
pared to the methods of implementing them, which
search. Wang [ 151 characterizes similarity
based queries in the following way: If D is
may change with advances in a domain. An ina database of objects and T is a target, then
tegrity rule imposed naturally is that a constraint inthe query classes are
sertion is not complete unless a method is associated
with it. The implementation of the integrity rules
l Find k objects for some k in D that are
for various classes of data and knowledge forms a
closest to T.
separatedesign topic and is not covered here.
l Find the closest object of T in D.
All of the object descriptions in the above planes
l Find the objects in D that are within some
are for classes and prototypes. The instance images
distance 6 of T.
consist of the header records for the images, along
l Find the k objects in D that are farthest
with a pointer to the images themselves, and some
from T.
presentation information which we shall discuss in
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l
l

the user’s initial query formulation. Internally, the
Find the objects in that are beyond a dis- query specification fills out a form that has the data
structure W given below:
tance of c from T in D.
Find the farthest object from T in D.

In general, every similarity query is a range query
given an arbitrarily specified range (we shall introduce one more element of complexity later). The
three issues here are the identification of the necessary attributes, the choice of the range bounds, and
the specification of a distance measure that quantifies similarity. These issues are discussed later,
here, we continue with a general model of query
processing.
Our query model differs from other objectoriented query models (e.g., [9, 161)in that the user
does not explicitly specify a complete select operation in one formal statement, but the specification
is performed incrementally. An important part of
our task is to formulate the select operation as precisely as possible to minimize access efforts. We
use a graphical user interface as a query language, a
Knowledge Module to direct the user refine a query,
and a data dictionary to store some coarse statistics
on the database. The basic style of query formulation is influenced by [7]. Once the user specifies the
domain of interest, the user is requested to specify
an aspect of interest in the domain. An aspect is
a predefined view of the Object4ttributeRelation
(OAR) schema with a unique name. Given the
domain-aspectcombination, the Knowledge Module
searches a table to determine a corresponding subgraph of the OAR structure in the DO and DE. As
in [7], the attributes are not displayed, only the objects and their relations are. The user then chooses
as many of the objects (and relations) that arc necessary in his or her view of the query. The Knowledge Module then analyzes the objects with respect
to the domain-aspect context desired, and for each
entity selected, displays the relevant attribute set.
Again, the user chooses a subset of these attributes
for query. For each of the selected attributes the
user specifies, textually or otherwise, the rcstrictivc
predicate on that attribute. 2 This processcompletes
?he term predicate is to be taken in a broader sense because
it would often evaluate to a non-Boolean.
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The next stage of processing is to complete a
query if required. Our definition of completeness
is to rewrite terms in the query until every terms
refers to objects in the IO plane only. This is performed by the Knowledge Module using the Data
Dictionary as a supportive collection of facts. The
basic idea behind the decision making is to check
if the user’s specification of the required object, attribute and values lead to a small enough instance
set. In the next three subsections we discuss the
three components of the Query Processing System.
3.2.1 User Interface
In the user interface windows are categorized into
menus, forms, selection buttons, text windows (including system responses and error messages),image windows, system view windows, color palette
with scroll bars, icons and sketch pads. With the
menus the user is helped to traverse down a decision tree which specifies the domain of interest,
the aspect of interest within the domain, and the attributes of interest for each feature. The forms aid
to fill in attribute values that may be specified textually by prompting the user. In the domain of ice
images, the aspect of interest may be motion, and
the features of interest may be the regions greater
than 200 sq. km., with pressure ridges longer
than 10 km., that rotate by more than 30’ over
a period of two days. Figure 3 shows how it
would be presented with forms and menus. In the
same figure note the use of the term OTHER. This
choice implies that the user would like to specify
an attribute not defined within the database. Then
the user is asked to compose the attribute by using
lower level features. This can be done either using
the internal constructors in a text window, or in the
graphic sketch pad by dragging feature and relation
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result of the query specified this way generates a
well-formed path expression to reduce the system’s
effort to create an efficient access pathway from a
relatively ill-specified query. For example, the color
for a “reddish” rug may be. made more specific by
letring the user start on an average red color on
a window and manipulate the hue, saturation and
lightness scrollbars until he chooses a few shades
of red that he wishes to further explore. The cases
where the user makes multiple choices of feature
vectors forms, they are combined to form an OR-ed
query in the IR plane.

Type:

Specify):

Figure 3: A Display from the ice image domain
showing how user interaction formulates the query.
icons. The image window is used for displaying
the scanned and retrieved images. The image window allows specialized operations such as choosing
subimages,regions, point and line featuresby button
and mouse operations. Moreover an output image
window has internal operations such as pan, zoom,
superpose text and highlight feature. The system
classifies icons into feature icons and image icons.
We have already described a use of feature icons;
an image icon is a miniaturized representation of
the image retrieved. The case where multiple objects are retrieved and the user is expected to choose
from among them, the icon is presented instead of
the image to save expensive I/O operation of actual
image retrieval. The iconized image is a bitmap, as
opposed to full gray-tone or color image. As every
instance feature directly or indirectly contains a localization information within an image, parts of the
bitmap icon is marked with the location of the features used to retrieve it. The system view window
is to show the advanced user an Object-AttributeRelation diagram of the system at each level, so that
the user can formulate the query, by choosing not
only objects and attribute values but access paths
that would reach the desired instance images. The
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3.2.2 Knowledge Module
The principal role of the Knowledge Module is to
control the navigation using as much domain information as possible. The role of the domain information becomes clear when the system has to decide
from user responseswhether a query has been adequately specified. It is imperative therefore, that the
Knowledge Module also plays a role in determining
the accesspath for a query.
EC use the object oriented paradigm in the following way. The KM consists of an OAR graph of
the four-plane data model, complete with the structure of each object. In this graph, called d-graph
(for decision graph), we associatewith each object,
a set of methods to determine if that object was adequately specified by the user. This has the advantage of distributing the knowledge among objects.
A controlling program passes to each referred object, a message,giving a copy of the initially completed query form. The objects respond by returning
a messagethat specifies what more information is
necessary to adequately specify itself, The methods section of each object contains a set of rules
to make this decision. Any defaults on attribute
values are obtained through inheritance. The Data
Dictionary is taken as a read-only information structure, that can be accessedby all objects. However,
sometimes the rules for any one object depends on
the results of other computations. For a totally distributcd processing system, communication between
objects leads to the problems of messagequeueing
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and associatednetwork management, Therefore, we
non-null output. The rules for the new object
combine the distributed OAR system with a centralare introduced by a separate interaction.
ized Query Manager. The inclusion of a ccntralnavigate: which sends messagesto other obized control at once raises some special problems.
jects, thus propagating the frontier of activated
One problem is that the object responses are asynobjects in the d-graph. The results of the prechronous; secondly, often a decision would have to
vious response updates the contents of W.
depend on a combination of object responses. For
the second problem, the theoretical worst case sosubquery: which uses the object response to
lution is combinatorial with the number of objects
formulate a partial query that can be submitted
involved. We have circumvented the problems by
independent of other parts of the query. ‘Iyptaking some engineering decisions. During system
ically, the response to such a subquery would
development a domain expert has been consulted to
fetch the instance identifiers for objects in the
outline and prioritize attributes - the object response
IO plane.
includes the priority of each missing attribute. The
objects are served in the order of the highest priterminate: which denotes that a complete
ority missing attribute, and are processedonly after
query can now be formed using the information
the responsesfrom all the concemcd objects are reobtained.
ceived. The Query M,anager operates on the basis
of a set of rules and a work space that retains the toA similarity-based query is considered unspecital pathway traversed upto the current point of time.
fied unless we have the attributes on which the simiThe rules are used to trigger an action which can be
larity is to be calculated, the distance function which
any of
will determine the degree of similarity, and a threshold
which limits relevant choices. Initially the user
l requery: which specifies the content of a message to the user requesting him or her to pro- is requestedto choose the attributes of comparison.
vide more information on any attribute. The If the user considers that the set of choices offered
format of the request shares the same data are inappropriate, the user is asked to compose the
structure W as the internal query form, except attribute as mentioned in the previous section, As
that the restriction clause is changed into a spe- the user makes the choice of attributes, known feacific requirement clause. An example would be ture extraction methods stored in a library are invoked on the scanned input image. As for objects,
the result of the composition for similarity is also
object: pressure ridge attribute: ?ice-type
requirement: threshold on region histogram stored as a persistent entry in the d-graph if the
user makes such a request. The ultimate purpose
of the decision is to develop clear query classes so
l display: which specifies the form of window
to be triggered and a pointer to the data struc- that with each query class, we can associate some
ture W that the user interface knows how to cluster of features and attributes. This enables us
to take anticipatory memory management decisions
interpret.
when the system grows larger. The system allows
l addobject: which is used if the query presents the reuse of an already retrieved picture, to specify
a new semantic object that is definable through a further query. This is performed by creating a
a composition of existing objects and attribute separate workspace when an image is actually re-.
at other planes. At first the addition of the node trieved (in contrast with just its icon&d bitmap).
and the composition links are volatile. The d- The workspace contains all the precomputed entigraph and the Data Dictionary, get updatedper- ties, related to the retrieved image in all the four
sistently iff the addobject operation produces a different planes. The access path of a semantically
Proceedings of the 17th International
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‘similar’ instance image along any set of precomputed attribute set would branch off from the retrieved accesspath only by a few levels of abstraction. The system does not have to start afresh to
construct the entire access path for the newly rcquested image.
The next step in a similarity-based retrieval is to
select thresholds on attribute values, and a distance
norm to combine them into a composite measure.
For an attribute whose domain is a single number
on an integer or real scale (such as brightness), sclection of a threshold is implemented through a user
manipulated palette. The attributes whose domain
is set-valued such as ice-class regions present in the
query image (it can be one of five distinguishable
categories), the sets may have been created either
by some domain specific classification algorithm or
by simple enumeration. In the first cast, thresholds
can be set on the underlying numerical reprcsentations. For example, if texture and average intensity
are the basis of ice classification, then. the similarity can be considered as a range setting operation
around these parameters. For enumerated sets, the
similarity is provided just by a weighting factor to
each of the set members. weights are adjusted by
the user as before. Thresholds on vector and matrix
valued attribute are set on each element, and in case
of matrices both row and columnwise. Once the
thresholds are set, the composite similarity mcasurc
should be determined. We are currently expcrimcnting with three common measures,namely, weighted
average, Euclidean norm, and city block distance.
The present design would use the Euclidean measure as a default for ordinary users, while the expert user can choose between the norms. The part
of the KM dealing with similarity-based retrieval is
mostly procedural. The fact-base with which the
procedures work are maintained in the Data Dictionary.

the planes. For each plane the table maintains, the
number of objects, a list of objects alongwith the
subordinate attributes for each, and the number of
instancesof each object. For each object-plane combination it also maintains a table for the each attribute, the number of instances of each attribute,
the domain of the attribute, its priority with respect
to the object as designated by the expert, and a default threshold setting method. Most of the action of
the KM performs a search operation of specific entries in these tables. The tables are updated by the
insertion procedure, which we shall leave beyond
the scope of this paper.

3.3 Access Structure
While in the data modeling standpoint the features
may be viewed as abstract data types, from the
indexing standpoint they are considered as access
paths that have been precomputed to grant efficient
retrieval. In this section we explore the issues involved in the design of the access structure. We
shall present what we have identified as the probIcms, and outline the characteristics of the solution.
The methodology to reach the solution requires extensive research efforts; in the current stage of our
preliminary prototype design, we have taken some
pragmatic measuresto circumvent the problems.
The final aim is to locate a set of suitable image
headers along with pointers to appropriate region
(or other) in them. For our purpose, all indexing is
performed at the level of entities in the IO plane.
Queries generated at higher levels, are navigated to
their IO level definition and then fast access methods are employed on the attributes. The next step,
namely fast location of the region segments from
the images, is the problem of spatial data management, and as mentioned is not our major focus in
this paper. In terms of the attribute space alone,
the access structure problems can be stated in the
following stages:

3.2.3 Data Dictionary

1. The domains of attributes of the IO plane can
assumethe form of a number of continuous and
discrete mathematical structures such as real
lines to networks. Not all of them are metric

The Data Dictionary maintains information about
instances of all the objects, features and attributes.
It is a collection of tables, primarily organized by
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domains in which a total order is naturally defined. For some structures such as enumerated
sets and hash-indexable strings, the transformation to a metric domain is simple. For other
structures such as matrices and networks, it is
not obvious, and is specific for application domains. Some structures such as networks, relarive distance measureshave been proposed, but
they do not provide a total ordering mechanism
and usually turn out to be a compute intensive
problem. For these methods index updation at
insertion time becomes a difftcult problem.
2. If we consider only the totally orderable attributes, a mechanism is necessary to create
a composite total ordering, without which the
multi-attribute information cannot be clustcrcd
for efficient access. In our case it makes retrieval difficult on the basis of a composite similarity query, as discussed before.
3. The next level of cornplcxity is introduced
if a similarity-based query is specified as a
weighted range query on multiple attributes,
where the weights signify how important an
attribute dimension is by the user’s estimate.
The weights can be viewed as a simple priority
ranking on the order of retrieval of attributes.
They can also be viewed as a post rctricval processing problem, which at once places a heavy
computational burden on the system, both because the retrieval produces redundant information and post processing adds to this computational cost.

the issue of metricizing the individual and composite attribute space. The correct approach to the prob
lem involves the rigorous analysis revealing which
properties of each type need to be preserved under the metric transformation. We have only begun
research into these issues in our example domain.
Most of the attributes we have chosen to use are naturally metricized. The weighted attribute problem
has been considered as a simple priority ranking of
attributes. In our current system, we have not yet
addressed the issue of indexing on object relation
combinations.
4

Conclusion

This paper describes the current status of our project
on visual information management systems. We
have introduced a new data model, that directly uses
the image features, their inter-relations and represcntations. The use of multiple representations of
image objects, functional relations between the representations, and the overall object-oriented framework are the featuresof the layered data model. The
second contribution is the introduction of a knowledge processing module to refine the user’s query.
To our knowledge, this is the only system that allows the user to progressively define a similaritybased query, a flexibility that results from the use
of a knowledge component. Our work touches base
with many research issues that are still quite open.
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In our current status, we have often sidestepped
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